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Dynamic Behavior of Materials, Volume 1: Proceedings of the 2018 Annual Conference on Experimental and Applied Mechanics (Conference Proceedings of the Society for Experimental Mechanics Series)Springer, 2018

	Dynamic Behavior of Materials, Volume 1 of the Proceedings of the 2018 SEM Annual Conference & Exposition on Experimental and Applied Mechanics, the first volume of eight from the Conference, brings together contributions to this important area of research and engineering.  The collection presents early findings and...
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MATLAB and C Programming for Trefftz Finite Element MethodsCRC Press, 2008

	Although the Trefftz finite element method (FEM) has become a powerful computational tool in the analysis of plane elasticity, thin and thick plate bending, Poisson’s equation, heat conduction, and piezoelectric materials, there are few books that offer a comprehensive computer programming treatment of the subject. Collecting results...
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Modelling Complex Projects (Basic Topics in Psychology)John Wiley & Sons, 2001
In recent years, the need for help in understanding project behaviour has been exacerbated, as projects have become more complex while time-scales have tightened, adding to project complexity. Project teams however, rarely pay sufficient attention to modelling the behaviour of projects and this can lead to inadequate risk analysis, ineffective...
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Electric Vehicle Battery SystemsNewnes, 2001

	Electric Vehicle Battery Systems provides operational theory and design guidance for engineers and technicians working to design and develop efficient electric vehicle (EV) power sources. As Zero Emission Vehicles become a requirement in more areas of the world, the technology required to design and maintain their complex battery systems is...
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Architecting Google Cloud Solutions: Learn to design robust and future-proof solutions with Google Cloud technologiesPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Achieve your business goals and build highly available, scalable, and secure cloud infrastructure by designing robust and cost-effective solutions as a Google Cloud Architect.

	
		Key Features

		
			Gain hands-on experience in designing and managing high-performance cloud solutions
	...
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Building Hybrid Android Apps with Java and JavaScript: Applying Native Device APIsO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Build HTML5-based hybrid applications for Android with a mix of native Java and JavaScript components, without using third-party libraries and wrappers such as PhoneGap or Titanium. This concise, hands-on book takes you through the entire process, from setting up your development environment to deploying your product to an app...
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Cloud and Fog Computing in 5G Mobile Networks: Emerging Advances and Applications (Iet Telecommunications)Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2017

	Now diffused among end-user devices in mobile and wireline networks, the "cloud" is becoming the "fog." This book focuses on the challenges and solutions related to cloud and fog computing for 5G mobile networks and presents novel approaches to the frameworks and schemes that carry out storage, communication, computation,...
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Preventing Good People From Doing Bad Things: Implementing Least PrivilegeApress, 2011

	In today’s turbulent technological environment, it’s becoming increasingly crucial for companies to know about the principle of least privilege. These organizations often have the best security software money can buy, with equally developed policies with which to execute them, but they fail to take into...
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Introduction to Materials for Advanced Energy SystemsSpringer, 2019

	
		This first of its kind text enables today’s students to understand current and future energy challenges, to acquire skills for selecting and using materials and manufacturing processes in the design of energy systems, and to develop a cross-functional approach to materials, mechanics, electronics and processes of energy...
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Introduction to Simulink with Engineering Applications, Second EditionOrchard Publications, 2008
This text is an introduction to Simulink ®, a companion application to MATLAB ®. It is written for students at the undergraduate and graduate programs, as well as for the working professional.

The author claims no originality of the content, and the description of the Simulink blocks is extracted from The MathWorks™...
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Atomic Layer Deposition: Principles, Characteristics, and Nanotechnology ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Since the first edition was published in 2008, Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) has emerged as a powerful, and sometimes preferred, deposition technology. The new edition of this groundbreaking monograph is the first text to review the subject of ALD comprehensively from a practical perspective. It covers ALD's application to...
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The Fujifilm X-T1: 111 X-Pert Tips to Get the Most Out of Your CameraRocky Nook, 2015

	
		In this book, popular Fuji Rumors "X-Pert Corner" columnist Rico Pfirstinger teaches about the little-known capabilities of the X-T1, which he's discovered through months of in-depth research and experimentation with the camera. After a brief overview of the camera's basic functions, Rico cuts to the chase and...
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